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Abstract. This research aims to describe the forms of informal affixation on
Twitter tweets and their implementation as teaching materials for high school
news texts. This research is a qualitative descriptive study. Research data were
words that contained informal affixes on Twitter tweets. Data collection utilized
observation and documentation techniques. Data analysis used referential and
translational identity methods. This study found two types of informal affixation:
verb-forming (suffix -an, -in, prefix ke-, combination di-in) and adjective-forming
(affix -an, combination ke-an). The results of this study can be implemented as
teaching material for news texts in high schools with Learning Outcomes (CP):
students are able to express ideas and thoughts in simple news texts.
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1 Introduction

Tweeting and posting on social media Twitter is unique in its use of Indonesian. Tweets
(status updates) are venues where Twitter users can express themselves in 140 characters
or less [1]. Judging from users’ tweets, twitter is able to describe the current condition.
In sharing tweets, there needs to be a means or media that is easily accessible to other
people so that they can be known and read, one of which is through social media Twitter.
Twitter is a form of social media in the form of text uploads containing the opinions
or thoughts of its users [2]. Twitter is also often used as a place to complain without
revealing the user’s identity.

Along with the development of various social media, with the majority of Indonesian
society being plural, phenomena related to language are often found in everyday life [3].
Words in tweets sometimes attract readers’ attention both in terms of the language
utilized, as well as the meaning contained therein. This is often due to the process of
forming words or what is known as morphology. Morphology is a branch of science
that studies the formation or form of words [4]. In other words, morphology is a field of
linguistics that examines between one morpheme and another to form a word. [5]. The
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formation of a word involves the elements or the word itself in the form of morphemes,
formation of affixes, and basic morphemes with various means.

In morphology there are 3 processes of forming a word, namely affixation, composi-
tion, and reduplication. Affix is a form of bound morpheme that is added to a basic word
in the process of word formation [6]. Affixation can be interpreted as a grammatical unit
that is added to a word that is at the beginning, middle, or end, even combined to form
a new meaning. [7]. The affixation process in an affix is added to the basic form so that
the end result is a word entity [8]. This study examines informal affixation, which is a
word that undergoes a process of affixation in the form of prefixes, infixes, and suffixes
that form words, both as non-standard and informal words. Meanwhile, the position of
affixes in the basic form in the affixation process is in the form of prefix, suffix, affixes,
infixes, confixes [9].

Studies about afixation were previously performed by [8, 10–22]. In those stud-
ies, similarities were found in the form of examining the process of affixation in gen-
eral. Meanwhile, the difference is that the research objects studied in previous studies
were diverse, while the object of this research examines informal affixations and their
implementation as teaching materials in learning.

The increasing use of informal affixes on Twitter encourages researchers to focus
more on research on informal affixes found in tweets on Twitter social media. The
researcher is interested in making the research results an alternative to Indonesian lan-
guage teachingmaterials in senior high schools (SMA). Learning is defined as interaction
activities between educators, students, and learning resources [23]. Learning resources
are not only in the form of books, but can be in other forms that are varied and innovative
[24]. One of the teaching materials can come from research results.

Teachingmaterials are all information, texts, and tools neededby educators to support
or assist teachers in carrying out teaching and learning activities in class [25].Meanwhile,
teaching materials can be interpreted as learning tools or media that contain the subject
matter of learning [26]. Thus, it is logical to state that the results of this study can be
used as Indonesian language teaching materials in high schools (SMA) related to the
affixation process.

2 Method

This study is a qualitative descriptive research. Qualitative descriptive research is
research that is expressed in sentence exposure [27]. This study aims to describe infor-
mal affixation forms on Twitter tweets which were then used as Indonesian language
teaching materials in high school. Data collection was carried out for 2 months, from
August to September 2022 and data analysis was from October to December 2022. The
subject of this research is tweets on Twitter. Documentation and observation techniques
were utilized in the data collection. The first step was to find and document tweets that
contain informal affixations. Data analysis utilized referential and translational iden-
tity methods. Referential identity method was used to analyze the meaning of affixes.
Translational identity method was used to indicate the equivalent between formal and
informal affixes.
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Table 1. Data Sufiks –an (Table 1. Suffix data –an)

Sufiks -an
(suffix –an)

Data Bentuk Baku
(Standard Form)

D+ -an motoran (motorcycling) berkendara dengan motor
(motorcycling)

seberangan (be opposite) berseberangan (be opposite)

temenan (be friends) berteman (be friends)

chatan (chatting) berkirim pesan (messaging)

facebookan
(using facebook)

berfacebookan (using facebook)

pelukan (hugging) berpelukan (hugging)

larian (running) berlarian (running)

3 Result and Discussion

This section begins by presenting the form of informal affixes followed by examples of
words with informal affixes and variations of their formal forms, as well as analyzing
their meaning. Next, the results of the analysis were developed as teaching materials.
The data found are in the form of informal affixes forming verbs and forming adjective.

3.1 Verb Forming Informal Afixation

Afiks informal pembentuk verba pada data terdiri ada prefiks, sufiks, dan kombinasi afiks.
Data yang berhasil dikumpulkan berupa afiks pembentuk verba dalam tweetmedia sosial
twitter, disajikan berikut ini.

The informal affixes that form verbs consist of prefixes, suffixes, and combinations
of affixes. The finding is presented below.

3.1.1 Suffix –an

When combined with base words, suffix -an does not change the form. The function of
this suffix is to create verbs. The following table presents the suffix found in the study.

Table 1 shows that the suffix -an in the data correlates with the prefix ber- in the
standard form. Meanwhile, the meaning generated is also correlated with the meaning
of the prefix ber-. Some of the base word are verbs and some are nouns, the suffix makes
verbs out of both types. The meaning is generally related to doing the verb or using the
noun.

3.1.2 Suffix –in

Sufiks –in serves to form transitive verb. This function is somewhat similar to suffix
-kan. Table 2 contains the finding of the suffix.
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Table 2. Data Sufiks –in (Table 2. Suffix data –in)

Sufiks -an
(Suffix -an)

Data Bentuk Baku
(Standard Form)

D + -in doain (pray) doakan (pray for)

pasrahin
(surrender)

pasrahkan (give it up)

lepasin (let go) lepaskan (let go)

dapetin (get it) dapatkan (get)

keluarin (get it out) keluarkan (take it out)

tuangin (pour) tuangkan (pour)

fotoin (take a photo) fotokan (take a photo)

hitamin (blacken) hitamkan (blacken)

masukin (insert) masukan (input)

maafin (sorry) maafkan (sorry)

rasain (feel) rasakan (feel)

ceritain (tell me) ceritakan (tell me)

Table 2 shows how informal affix -in correlates with suffix -kan in formal form. The
base words are in the types of vebs, adjectives, noun. The suffix produce verbs from
them, with the meaning related to doing the verb, creating the state of the adjective, or
delivering/asking for the noun.

3.1.3 Prefix ke-

Prefix ke- is usually related to the meaning of accidental. The Table 3 presents the
informal affix in verb forming role.

Table 3. Data Prefiks ke- (Table 3. Prefix data ke-)

Prefiks ke-
(Prefix ke-)

Data Bentuk Baku
(Standard Form)

D + ke- keminum (drink) terminum (drunk)

ketawa (laugh) tertawa (laugh)

ketuduh (accuse) tertuduh (accused)

kemasak (cook) termasak (cooked)

ketipu (fooled) tertipu (tricked)

kekunci (looked) terkunci (locked)

ketutup (closed) tertutup (closed)
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Table 4. Data Kombinasi di-in (Table 4. Combination data di-in)

Kombinasi di-in
(Combination di-in)

Data Bentuk Baku
(Standard form)

D + di-in dikagumin (be admired) dikagumi (be admired)

ditinggalin (be left) ditinggalkan (abandoned)

disalahin (be blamed) disalahkan (beblamed)

diduain (be cheated on) diduakan (be cheated on)

diputusin (be broken up) diputuskan (be broken up)

diaduin (complained) diadukan (complained)

dibenerin (be justified) dibenarkan (be justified)

Table 3 shows that prefix ke- correlates with prefix ter- in standard form. The data
come frombase formof verb and noun. The suffix produce verbs from themwithmeaning
of accidental, unintentional, or something that is done by others to the subject.

3.1.4 Combination di-in

The use of combination di-in creates a new meaning related to passive verb. Table 4
presents the findings related to this combination.

On Table 4, it can be seen that informal affix combination di-in correlates with formal
form affix di-kan and di-i. The base word comes from verb, adjective, numeralia, which
then the combination will create verbs from. The meaning relates to passive verbs, as in
when an action is done by others to the subject.

3.2 Adjective Forming Informal Affix

This group of informal affix consists of suffix -an and confix ke-an. The following is a
discussion and distribution of informal affixes forming adjectives.

Table 5 shows that some of the suffix -an correlate with formal form with pattern
lebih (more)+ base word. Semantically, this relates to comparative meaning. There are
also the pattern of terlalu (too) + base word. In these cases, the class of words does not
change with the affixation.

3.3 The Use of Informal Affixes as an Alternative to Indonesian Language
Teaching Materials in Senior High Schools (SMA)

Indonesian language learning activities in the 2022 curriculum has writing elements
in phase F (generally grades XI and XII). The Learning Outcome (CP): students are
able to write ideas and thoughts in simple news texts. This requires linguistic analysis
in writing a text. In analyzing the language of a text, it cannot be separated from the
rules or conventions regardingword formation. These processes and rules are included in
morphological processes. Themorphological process is basically the formation of words
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Table 5. Data Afiks Informal Adjektiva (Table 5. Adjective Informal Affix Data)

Afiks Informal Adjektiva
(Adjective Informal Affix)

Data Bentuk Baku
(Standard form)

D + -an sabaran (more patient) lebih sabar (more patient)

gantengan (more handsome) lebih ganteng (more
handsome)

cantikan (prettier) lebih cantik (more
beautiful)

D + ke-an kemahalan (too expensive) terlalu mahal (too
expensive)

kepanjangan (too long) terlalu panjang (too long)

ketebalan (too thick) terlalu tebal (too thick)

kemanisan (too sweet) terlalu manis (too sweet)

from a basic form with one of the processes, namely informal affixation. Formation of
words must follow the rules of word formation so that misunderstandings do not occur
regarding the meanings formed. If the words formed have the appropriate meaning, the
reader will easily understand.

Learning outcomes (CP) about writing ideas and thoughts in news texts can be
linked to research results related to informal affixation in Twitter tweets. Of course,
when writing a text, pay attention to the language used. Moreover, in the language of the
news text, there is the use of standard words. Therefore, formal and informal affixation
teaching materials are given. Informal affixes are affixes that should be used in informal
language. Informal affixes are affixes that should not be used in formal language, such
as “ceritain” and “ceritakan” in formal language. After studying the material, students
can determine the pattern of presentation and the language used in writing news texts in
Indonesian correctly according to the context.

Students were taught using what were essentially informal affixes, where formal
affixes formed verbs and informal affixes formed adjectives. Different languages make
use of the two affixes. In comparison to formal affixes, informal affixes are employed
in informal languages. Both types of affixes must be understood by students and taught
how to use them correctly in their respective language variations.

The learning process consist of preliminary, core, and closing activities. Preliminary
activities begun with greetings, then the teacher coordinated the class atmosphere, con-
ducted attendance, and assesses attendance. The core activities were filled with obser-
vations, asking questions, identifying formal and informal words in news texts, and
detailing them based on their affixes. The activity continued to analyze formal and infor-
mal affixes in the teacher’s Power Point and presentation. The teacher and other students
respond and provide feedback related to the results of discussions regarding formal and
informal affixes. After that, students were trained to apply the use of formal affixes to
standard language and informal affixes to non-formal language varieties. The activity
concluded with conclusions. In the closing activity, the teacher and students reflect.
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After providing follow-up, the teacher closes the lesson. The learning method utilized
was discovery learning.

This study is relevant with [28–30] regarding informal affixation. These studies have
similarity with this research: all found -an suffix, -in suffix, ke-prefix, combinations di-
in, and informal affixations that form adjectives. Meanwhile, the differences are varied;
previous studies discovered affixes such as the N- prefix, N-in combination, m-in prefix,
m-in combination, di- prefix, nge- prefix, -i suffix, -nya suffix, N- simulfix, N confix,
prefixes ber- andmeN-, inserting consonants /p/, /g/, /s/, and the vowel behind following
the vowel of the syllable in front, and inserting /ok/ after the first letter of the main
word, and adverb-forming informal affixation.Those affixes were not found in this study.
However, those research was not linked to learning.

The findings of this research can be concluded as the following. The affixes referred
to are (1) informal affixes that form verbs: -an suffix, -in suffix, ke- prefix, di-in combi-
nation; and (2) informal affixes that form adjectives: -an affix and ke-an affix. (2) The
results of this study were implemented in learning Indonesian. Meanwhile, the Learning
Outcomes (CP): students are able to express ideas and thoughts in simple news texts.
In the linguistic structure of the news text, there is the use of standard or formal words.
References to teaching materials are found in the results of this study in the form of
informal affixes that are paired with formal affixes. Students must be able to know the
forms of words that go through the process of informal affixes and formal affixes in
Indonesian and be able to interpret and apply the proper use of these two types of affixes
to words and sentences. The teacher can teach the affixation process to students so that
they can use good and correct Indonesian.

This study has a limited focus, namely the process of forming words when expe-
riencing informal affixation processes. The results of this study should not only be
implemented for writing a text but also be implied for analyzing linguistic structures. In
addition to being able to write a text, students are also able to analyze the language in a
text.
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